Across

3. reveals to McMurphy that Mac is committed and the Big Nurse controls his stay
4. finally has someone to back him up, and he is McMurphy’s only other ally for a while
6. a young looking 31 year old with a stuttering problem
9. another mistake on the ward who continually curses his wife
15. a former patient who once caused problems but was shocked into submission
16. the boat McMurphy and the patients take fishing
17. dies one night and Chief hallucinates that he’s carried out like a slab of meat
19. shows compassion for Chief and McMurphy; disagrees with Nurse Ratched’s methods
20. a woman who Turkle and Harding lie to, which allows the party to continue
23. the black men on the ward who assist Nurse Ratched in controlling the patients
24. forces her husband to take her name and is the one who forces the sale of Chief’s tribe’s land
27. a paranoid-schizophrenic Native American who narrates the novel
30. gives his medication to his friend and endures his seizures
31. a patient instrumental in assisting Chief’s escape; sees Chief kill Mac
33. the orderly McMurphy fights and is sent to Disturbed because of
35. a man from Beaverton who used to be a practical joker; marries Sandy
36. a former sailor who fears getting dirty and won’t shake McMurphy’s hand at the beginning (a.k.a. Rub a Dub)
37. a lobby receptionist at the hospital who enables her son’s mental illness to progress
38. a noisy patient on the Disturbed ward who castrates himself and dies

Down

1. Chief’s father who marries a white woman and is driven to alcoholism
2. he recently became a New Admission after leaving the Pendleton Prison Farm
5. an evening orderly who locates the source of Chief’s gum supply
7. tells the other patients he was “born dead”
8. a prostitute who joins the fishing trip and final party
10. the oldest chronic on the ward who incoherently utters to others
11. an orderly chosen for his innate hatred
12. a chubby, nervous man who gives tours of the ward to visitors and convinces people the ward runs effectively
13. an addict who weakly tries to assist the patients but is dominated by the Big Nurse
14. a feminine man who once was the “bull goose loony”
18. lives in a world of delusions (including when playing Monopoly)
21. she is a former army nurse who is an absolute tyrant
22. the night watchman who McMurphy bribes to allow the novel ending party
25. stands against the wall as if crucified
26. uses her sexuality as a weapon and a means to receiving what she wishes
27. the man McMurphy swindles out of his boat
28. takes the medication Sefelt refuses
29. a nurse who discusses McMurphy’s motivations with Nurse Ratched
32. a woman who misses the fishing trip but divorces her husband and joins the novel ending party
34. a Catholic nurse on the ward who has a birthmark; feels guilt over her sexuality and job